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Based on a comparative study on the overseas Chinese Businessmen and the foreign 
businessmen in the Small Commodity Market of Yiwu, the present essay attempts to prove 
that the overseas Chinese Businessmen have advantages on languages, social support 
network and information access because of their Chinese origin. However,the original 
advantages of the overseas Chinese Businessmen are gradually weakened and even 
overtaken by the foreign businessmen, when the latter pay more attentions to learning 
Chinese languages and building their informal social support network in Yiwu.  
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Yiwu, originally a little unknown town, has gradually grown up to be a 
worldwide famous commercial market after thirty-year efforts. Without any 
doubts, those businessmen from outside of China, no matter overseas Chinese 
businessmen, or foreign businessmen (here indices those businessmen without 
Chinese family relationship and hold the passport of the other country) have 
taken tremendous push function to the development of the market of Yiwu and 
expansion of the Small Commodity in the world. In our study, overseas Chinese 
businessmen are defined as those overseas Chinese who deal with the economic 
activities related with international commerce and trade of Chinese products, 
such as the small commodities from Yiwu.  According to the available statistics, 
around 100 thousands overseas Chinese businessmen in average per year 
maintain all kinds of commercial relationship with Yiwu, from all over the world, 
whom hold over 60% of the annual purchasing trade volume of the Market in 
Yiwu (Wang Xiaofeng, etc.  expansion of the overseas Chinese businessmen deal 
with the small commodities of Yiwu, motive more and more foreign businessmen 
to purchase the small commodities or provide the relative services in Yiwu. In 
2008,   265860 foreign businessmen visited Yiwu (Yang Yang, 2009). Today there 
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are 14 thousands resident foreign businessmen in Yiwu, from 197 countries and 
regions, mostly working with the service industry related with international trade. 
The newly sample survey show that 55.33% of the foreign businessmen in Yiwu 
come from the developing countries and regions, such as the middle east and 
Africa (Bai Linmiao, 2009).  

The researches anterior pay more attention to the positive effects of the 
overseas Chinese businessmen (especially those from the Southeast Asia ) , the 
Chinese businessmen net on the international trade of China

2
, few focus on the 

overseas Chinese businessmen who left China after the reform, dealing with the 
small commodities,, let alone the comparative studies. Compared with the foreign 
businessmen on trade activities in Yiwu, what kinds of comparative advantages do 
the overseas Chinese businessmen have in the aspect of the establishing the 
trade? How? And can they keep these advantages up? Based on the fieldwork in 
the Market of Yiwu , and several deep interviews with some persons of these two 
groups, I’d like to make a preliminary study about the above topics.  

1. Comparatives advantages of the overseas Chinese businessmen   

The main body of the overseas Chinese Businessmen in the small commodity 
trade in Yiwu can be considered the immigrants since 1970s, named as the first 
new generation. During these more than 20 years, the overseas Chinese 
businessmen make the best use of their bilingual ability and the bicultural 
experience to purchase the small commodities or establish their business in Yiwu. 
Compared with the foreign businessmen facing the totally strange social cultural 
situation, the overseas Chinese businessmen occupy diverse advantages in the 
aspects of culture, social support network, information access and etc., providing 
virtually them a unique and distinctive capital to practice the commercial 
activities in Yiwu. 
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1.1. Cultural Advantage  

“Culture”is one concept with a rich connotation, varied by the academic 

disciplinary.  The Anthropologist Edward Teller defined that culture is “ a complex 
combined knowledge, belief, art, morality, law, customs, together with the 
capacity and habit that one social member can obtain” (Conrad Phillip 

Kottak，2008：189），the core is all kinds of knowledge as the intellectual 
product. And the language is the important part of the knowledge system, also 
the carrier of the culture, the principle tool for the personal communication. 

Without doubts, the overseas Chinese businessmen hold the absolute 
advantage in language when they come to Yiwu for purchasing or establishing the 
business. The Putong Hua, mandarin is the most wildly-used language between 
the overseas Chinese businessmen in Yiwu. Moreover, the booth owners in the 
Market originate from all over the countries, Zhejiang, Fujian, Guangdong, Jiangsu, 
and so on, the common dialect will be a key to a trade between the overseas 
Chinese businessmen and the seller from the same region. For example, about 
120 thousands booth owners in Yiwu come from Wenzhou, in other words, every 
3 booths in the market owned by Wenzhou people, undoubtedly, Wenzhou 
dialect is fully deserved as the second wildly-used dialect, following Yiwu local 
dialect. Thus those businessmen from Wenzhou can make the negotiation in 
Wenzhou dialect, and sometimes earn a practical benefit only because of sharing 
the same dialect. One case typical is the Sofitel Hotel in Yiwu held by Wenzhou 
people, where it is noted that the teahouse of the hotel is free to all Wenzhou 

people, enjoying the 50% discount for the accommodation（Huang Wei, 2007）.   

However, when the foreign businessmen come to Yiwu, first of all, the 
language appears to be the biggest trouble for the economic activities. It is 
inevitable to employ an interpreter. Muhammad from Egypt came to Yiwu for the 
first time after the Canton Fair in 2008. He detected the great opportunity for the 
business in the Market of Yiwu, then resided himself in Yiwu to purchase the small 
commodities as the business. At the first moment, he had to employ an 
interpreter because of the barrier of the language. However, at that moment, few 
interpreters worked in the Market of Yiwu, nor qualified. Sometimes, the business 
got trouble because the interpreter misunderstood the foreign businessmen. The 

son of Muhammad recalled “When he（father）began， there were not so many 
interpreters here and the quality was not good neither, so there interpreter 
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service was incorrect. “
3
 Furthermore, the shortage of the regulation of the 

market of the interpreter also leads to the undesirable phenomena: it is formed 
as a hidden rule that the interpreter ask for the commission to the booth owner. 
The normal volume of the commission is 3%-8% of the total value of the products 
(Wang Xuhang, etcs., 2011) . Some interpreters claim the commission per product. 
Thus, when the booth owner sees one interpreter, he or she has a mixed feeling: 
in one hand the interpreter will guide the foreign businessman to the booth, 
which means the possible trade; in the other hand, because of the commission 
that the interpreter claims as the highway robbery, he or she has to raise the 
price to cover this cost, using the price rise to pay the commission for the 
interpreter. L, an owner with the business of underwear wholesale says,  

“What I do not like is when one foreign businessman comes with one 
interpreter. The interpreter asks for the commission, which makes my business 
difficult to carry...if we refuse the interpreter, he will tell the foreigner that the 
product is not good, and then he will pass by my booth with the foreigner... some 
interpreter is quite greed, actually the real benefit for us is less than 10 cents, 
maybe 3 or 5 cents. He wants to take 10 cents as his commission; I have to say 
that he goes too far! We have to raise the price of the product, we have no more 
choice, and the benefits are taken almost total by the interpreter.”

4
 

1.2 Social support network 

Pilisuk and Parks（J. K. Whittaker, J. Garbarino，1983：4）think, S̈ocial 
support network  ̈ is a supporting process, the scale of the personal interchange, 
with personal information, emotion support and a feeling of being noticed.  ̈Qiu 
Haixiong (1998) classified the social network into two groups, formal and informal 
according to the supporting form. The former means the system support from the 
governments, enterprises and community organization; the later indicates the 
support originated from the close relationship of blood, family, profession and 
region.  

The overseas Chinese businessmen have more available social support 
network than the foreign businessmen for their economic activities centered by 
international trade, even if some misunderstanding to Chinese polices and 
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Chinese in Zhejiang Normal University, 3 November, 2011. 
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regulations derived from living abroad for long time. N̈ew Yiwu people  ̈from all 
over the countries occupies the mayor part of over 1.5 million of the migrant 
population in Yiwu

5
, 120 thousand from Wenzhou region, 100 thousand from 

Lishui region, 80 thousand from Taizhou region, over 40 thousand from Chaoshan 
region of Canton, and hundreds of thousands of the overseas Chinese 
businessmen. It is natural that the overseas Chinese businessmen meet someone 
from their hometown and earn the support during their purchasing or business in 
Yiwu. ¨Many friends are here ,̈ which is just the main reason for the overseas 
Chinese businessman J from Greece to choose Yiwu definitively for his business. 
For the few past years, several regional chambers of commerce were organized by 
the overseas Chinese businessmen, according to the hometown, such as Wenzhou 
Chamber of Commerce, Qingtian Chamber of Commerce, Chaoshan Chamber of 
Commerce, Quanzhou Chamber of Commerce, and Yiwu chamber of Commerce. 
The overseas Chinese businessmen act as the chair of vice-chair of these 
chambers. The appearance of such kind of association organized by the regional 
and professional relationship can not only help the overseas Chinese businessmen 
to make the best use of the information interchange system provided by the 
organization, avoiding the disadvantage of the inadequate information of 
international commerce, but also strengthen and extent the social relationship 
network to obtain more social support. Considering this advantage of social 
support network, together with the absolute advantages in language and culture, 
they take into account the similar points with the normal Chinese people, the 
possible value increase, the condition of the residential area, the classification in 
the scholar region system, then no clear geographic accumulation area has been 
formed instead of integrating into the urban social structure of Yiwu, which is 
quite different from those foreign businessmen.  

Xu Tao(2009a) pointed out in his research that the available social support for 
the Africans in Guangzhou is different from in his or her own country. Min Zhou 
mentioned in her research about the international immigrants that  ̈ the 
migration often causes the breakup of the social relation with the former family, 
friends or relatives, and other social network (2012:20).  ̈ All above conclusions 
are also applicable to the foreign businessmen in Yiwu who deal with purchasing 
the small commodities or providing services related with commerce, for example, 
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those from the middle East, the Koreans, and the Africans. They are facing with 
the breakup of the social support in varying degrees, either formal or informal. 
Before arriving Yiwu, they enjoyed the formal social supports in all aspects of 
safety, healthcare and housing, which guarantees the survival and development in 
their own country, meanwhile the informal social supports from the family, 
friends, relatives and colleagues contribute to the emotional, material and social 
communication and information transmission. However, since settling down in 
Yiwu, with alien culture, they endure the breakup of all kinds of social support 
networks. Most of them came to Yiwu for the business alone at the first moment, 
suffering from the situation that the informal social supports went to weaken and 
break, because of the space separation, although they could maintain the 
communication with the family and friends by the means of international call or 
internet.                          

1.3 Information advantage 

James E. Rauch and Vitor Trindade (2002) treated international trade as the 
process of matching between the buyer and seller, that is, both parties should 
make a wide search to find a suitable trade counterparty. In order to obtain the 
information of the counterparty, it should be considered the cost of the search, 
which under influence of the relationship resource both parties own respectively 
and the correlation between them. In a short, the social network of international 
commerce can reduce greatly its cost of the information and operation. 

Most of ẗhe overseas Chinese businessmen  ̈ are immigrants who left China 
after 1980s ánd 1990s .́ Before dealing with the commerce, not all of them had a 
deep idea about the market of Yiwu, but they finally can gain the market 
information, transferring the trade cost into the economic capital, by means of 
several personal social relationship networks, both family and the region, and the 
organization network, such as chamber of commerce and associations. The 
America socialist Lin Nan (2001:22) thinks that, ïn the situation of imperfect 
market and the asymmetric information, the networks act as the information 
bridge, that links the people in different classes and levels together, thus the 
individual can get many valuable information by means of social relationship 
network.  ̈  

The business information should be quick and without the regional limit. It will 
be more valuable if the purchasing can be made in the original point. The 
overseas Chinese businessman L from Slovak purchases some products in the 
Market of Yiwu, but others he purchases directly in the local market of the 
manufacturer, in aims to reduce the cost and get bigger profit. 
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Ï make my purchase in many provinces, Guangzhou, Fujian, and Zhejiang. In 
Zhejiang, I go to Yiwu, Wenzhou, Cixi, and the Woolen Dressing Market in 
Jiaxing……depending on the product, since we have diverse information, when to 
where for the purchasing. If you do not have this resource, the business will not 
go well.¨

6
   

Obviously, the rich business information from the business network or social 
relationship network optimizes the transaction cost. However, in the case of the 
foreign businessmen, some obstacles are hard to surmount to get the information 
if there is no ¨medium  ̈ acting as the bridge, for example, they should make a 
great effort to know the main origin of the small commodities. Many foreign 
businessmen who make the purchasing in Yiwu now, know Yiwu during their visit 
to the Canto Fair, because the Yiwu Small Commodity City Group make massive 
promotion campaign about Yiwu during the Canton Fair, jointing the date of Yiwu 
International Commodity with the close of the Canto Fair. Besides, some foreign 
businessmen know Yiwu Market from the comments of the local Chinese 
immigrants or students, the typical case is Ïtalian businessman found Yiwu by a 
compass .̈

7
 

                                                                 

6
 The interview with L made in Qingtian Chamber of Commerce in Yiwu, 7, July, 

2011. 

7
 Italian busineesman Mr. Francesco built up European Jolly Group in 1990s, the 

main business scope is the light industry products and small products of daily use 
for German, Italy, France, Spain and Portugal, etc.. However, he always made the 
entrepot trade with Korea, Taiwan and Hongkong. No intermediary would tell him 
this business secret. What he knew was only the pinyin of this city “YIWU”. In the 
winter of 1997, he imported some fine crafts with cheap price. He could not find 
the address of the manufactory but one newspaper: Yiwu Daily. So he took this 
newspaper to consult the local overseas Chinese friends. The friend told him that 
was a distributing center of Chinese small commodity, a small city 300 km away 
from Shanghai. So he made a big circle in the map with a compass, centered in 
Shanghai, calculated the diameter with the ratio of 300km. Finally he found Yiwu 
in the map with the magnifying glass. In April of 2001, Mr. Francesco arrived Yiwu 
for the first time, his eyes were quickly fully filled with thousands of products. 
After the market study for several days, he decided to establish one office in Yiwu, 
and rented the office space quickly in Chunjiang Road beside of the Small 
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2. The adaptive strategies of the foreign businessmen 

In order to adapt the alien cultural situation quickly, to accumulate the 
economic capital, the foreign businessmen apply the adaptive strategy of cultural 
study, try their best to rebuild and construct all kinds of social support network. 

2.1 The adaptive strategy of cultural study 

 The Cultural study is one of the adaptive strategies for the cultural individual 
in the situation of the alien culture. This opinion believes that the reason for one 
individual to face a series of obstacles and difficulties when entering an alien 
culture is the shortage of the corresponding knowledge and skills, so he or she 
cannot control the regulations of the social communication and the significance of 
those special  ̈ symbols  ̈ of the culture. There is no other way but continuing 
studying the corresponding knowledge and skills of the culture to reach the 
cultural adaption gradually. The initiative study on the new social rules and 
techniques about the social communication by means of imitation and 
observation is emphasized (Xu Tao, 2009b). 

   Language is the main carrier of the culture. Lots of the foreign businessmen 
realize deeply that the lingua barrier brings the negative influence to the business. 
In order to reduce the negative influence, some foreign businessmen went to 
Mandarin formation in the night after working; some sent their children to the 
local universities, Zhejiang Normal University, Yiwu Business School and so on, to 
study Chinese language, to finish one career even MBA, in hopes that their 
children can take over the business easily in the future. Take International School 
of Zhejiang Normal University as a example, there are almost 300 self-financed 
foreign students, half of them either themselves or someone in the family make 
business in Yiwu. 8 Muhammad from Egypt is the fourth-course student in the 
International School who came to Yiwu after his high school study. His wife is in 
the third course. When they have classes, Muhammad and his wife drive their 
BMA from Yiwu to the university in Jinhua; when they are free, they stay at Yiwu 
to arrange the business in the trade company of his father ś. Heping (Peace in 
English) from Somali, whose brother has doing business in Yiwu for several years, 
became a self-financed student of Zhejiang Normal University in 2007. After the 

                                                                                                                                                    

Commodity City of Yiwu. Now, 3 containers with the small commodity of Yiwu will 
be sent every week to the center office of his company. 

8
 The date is for the second half of 2011, originated from Administrative office of 

International School of Zhejiang Normal University. 
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classes, he also helped his brother for the business. After the bachelor study, 
Heping decided to continue MBA. Now he has animated a dozen families to send 
their children to study in China, 3 of them in Zhejiang Normal University. 

9
 By the 

means of study, these foreign students not only master the basic Chinese 
language and specialized knowledge, but also develop their social relationship 
network because of the classmate resource. 

The spoken Chinese of the foreign businessmen grows quite lot along with the 
bypassing of the stay in Yiwu and the influence of the linguistic atmosphere. Some 
of them with good language abilities can speak fluidly the standard Mandarin, 
Putong Hua, and even the simple Yiwu dialect. L, a owner of booth for the 
underwear wholesale in the International commerce City mentioned one client 
from Russia,        

Ḧe has been living in Yiwu for 11 years. I was so surprised to hear his original 
Yiwu dialect. Actually I met several foreigners, who can speak quite well Yiwu 
dialect, especially some simple greetings, such as Ḧave you eaten?  ̈. 

10
 

The strategy concerned about the cultural study reduces the purchasing cost 
of the foreign businessmen. They are smart to realize that the disadvantage to 
have one interpreter nearby to visit the market- the product price is quite high as 
the business experience accumulate. Now the foreign businessmen prefer to visit 
the Yiwu Market alone, taking the notes with one notebook in the hands, the 
number of the booth, its offering, product quality and other details. Then they 
negotiate the price with the owner of the booth with their basic Mandarin and 
calculator, after a comparative study to fix the best cost-effective product. Final 
agreement between the foreign businessmen and the owner of the booth in the 
market in details of purchasing the product will be made with the interpreter. In 
this way, the linguistic disadvantage can be minimized gradually.     

                                                                 

9
 The interview with Muhammad and Heping made in the Overseas Chinese Study 

Center of Zhejiang Normal University, November, 2011. 

10
 The interview with L made in Section 4 of International Commerce City of Yiwu, 

27 October, 2011. 
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2.2 Rebuild and construct the informal social support 

Social support is the dynamic and change process. When the foreign 
businessmen arrive at Yiwu at the first moment, they should suffer the breakup 
with various social supports, both formal and informal. However, in order to carry 
out their commercial activities in Yiwu after the great change in space and time, 
they have to rebuild and construct the informal social support by all means.    

2.2.1  ¨Migrant Chain :̈ rebuild the social support 

In 1990s, most of resident f̈oreign businessmen  ̈are those individuals in the 
young and middle age.  As the business goes stable gradually, the family and 
relatives of them also immigrate to Yiwu one after another to support the 
business. The family of Muhammad from Egypt is a perfect example. The father of 
Muhammad came to Yiwu for business in 2000, two years later arrived his wife. In 
2005, Muhammad began his study in Zhejiang Normal University as a self-
financed student after his high school, and helped his father to take care of the 
business. In 2006, Muhammad get married, and his wife immigrated to Yiwu 
afterwards. This kind of rebuilding process of the informal social support by 
means of the ¨migrant chain  ̈ provides the spirit and psychological adjustment, 
facilitating the adaption to the life in Yiwu and concentrating the business.      

2.2.2 S̈earching for Guanxi (personal relationship in English) :̈ construct the 
social support 

Guanxi, or personal relationship in English, is the vital business resource in 
Chinese society, which is self-evident in the actual China with imperfect market 
system during the system transformation period. In order to optimum the profits 
of the commercial activities, they try their best to build up their own formal and 
informal social relationship network from zero, to earn own social resource and 
support in the alien situation. 

Trade dispute is widespread. How to arrange it well sometimes depends on 
the r̈elationships .̈ The comments of Muhammad mirror the adaptive strategy of 
the foreign businessmen to find relationships for their business activities in China.          

 ¨Without Guanxi, there is no way to make the business. Undoubtedly, 
searching for the relationship is for sure. We have Guanxi since we have been 
Yiwu for years. We should search for Guanxi in every place.  ̈

11
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The interview with Muhammad made in the Overseas Chinese Study Center of 

Zhejiang Normal University, 3 November, 2012. 
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Here, the highest goal of searching Guanxi that Muhammad mentioned 
normally indicates the corresponding authorities in Chinese government of 
diverse level. In China due to the administrative power and economic resource 
they own, many authorities hold the great control, which has deep impact on the 
operation of the enterprises.  Many foreign businessmen who has been in Yiwu 
for year, like Muhammad and Heping recognize that the nice relationship with the 
law enforcement departments and the owners in the market, easily gain some 
beneficial alternatives and special attention, to resolute the trouble and disputes 
in the trade activities. 

F̈or example, we need Guanxi with the police. In the delivery process, 
sometime the product is not correct, sometime the product has the quality defect, 
and sometime the product is not what we ordered, meanwhile, the Chinese 
owner of the counterparty refused to return the product. They want to keep the 
money. In this case I have to speak with the police. Since we have relationship 
with the police office, and with the market……they can come to see what have 
happened, can help us a little. So it is critical to search for Guanxi in Yiwu.  ̈

12
 

Apart from the relationship with the authorities, some foreign businessmen 
also pay attention to the development of others social relationship networks, in 
hopes of integrating in Yiwu and expanding the business. Some foreign 
businessmen dine or go sight-seeing with the clients after work frequently, to 
promote the mutual emotional contacts. In fact, the care of this kind of emotional 
friendship is not the unilateral intention from the foreign businessmen. To many 
owners of the booth in the market, they also need to maintain or increase the 
volume of their international trade by interaction with those foreign businessmen. 
The local businessman L for the international trade, always invite some foreign 
businessmen for Africa to his villa in the countryside.  

Ï can say almost all blacks from Africa in Yiwu know my husband. Dozens 
clients visited our home. We invite them to eat all kinds of fruit that we have, like 

                                                                 

12
 The interview with Heping made in the Overseas Chinese Study Center in 

Zhejiang Normal University, 7 November, 2012. 
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they want, for example, peach, watermelon, orange, etc. they enjoy quite lot, 
because there are very few fruit in Africa.  ̈

13
 

This mutual interaction between the foreign businessmen and the owners of 
the booth in the market of Yiwu results from the utilitarian concern in view of the 
economic interests, so the social communication normally is limited in the circle 
of the business contacts. However, the communication enhances the relationship 
between the foreign businessmen and their Chinese clients, which brings the 
accumulation of the personal relationship resource.   

2.2.3 Ëthnic cluster :̈ gain the social support 

Generally, the immigrants are inclined to concentrate in space, when they 
enter into an alien culture, and suffer the breakup of the established social 
support network. Thus, ëthnic clusters  ̈ or ëthnic enclaves  ̈ with clear ethnic 
boundary are formed.  In the 1990s, some foreign businessmen treated some 
hotels as the place both for accommodation and for office. At that moment, these 
hotels became the clusters of the foreign businessmen, such as Hong Lou Hotel, 
Hua Du Hotel. With the business growth, the foreign businessmen began to move 
to some office building and apartments around the Huangyuan Market, Bingwang 
Market and the International Commerce City. Since the 21th century, the foreign 
businessmen concentrated in certain communities and some renovated urban 
villages. For example, the businessmen from South Korea mainly live in the area 
of Dongzhou Community, Qianchen Community, Yongshen Community and the 
Beicun Road; those from Arabic countries concentrate in the area of Wuai, Yijia 
Shan, Village Fan-Village Jin (Wang Zhijian, 2012), meanwhile in the Jiming Shan 
Community of Jiang Dong Street there are more than 1000 foreigners from 60 
countries and regions, titled as Ünited Nation community .̈  The phenomena of 
¨ethnic cluster¨ helps the foreign businessmen in Yiwu to ¨find a social world…to 
find respond and safety  ̈(W.I.Tomas, etc., 2000: 8-9), to earn all kinds of informal 
social support.  

3. Weakening the original advantages of the overseas Chinese businessmen 

Compared with the foreign businessmen, the overseas Chinese businessmen 
hold basically the relative advantages, originated from the same language, same 
ethnic, and the close relationship of the family or region. In the long run, the 
original advantage of the Overseas Chinese businessmen will certainly weaken, 

                                                                 

13
 The interview made in Exhibition Center of African products in Yiwu, 6 May, 

2011. 
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along with that the foreign businessmen apply all kinds of social adaptive 
strategies and the government of Yiwu Municipal offers all kinds of formal social 
support. 

The government of Yiwu Municipal provides the foreign businessmen all kinds 
of social support in aim to establish a harmonious society. It is easier to attract 
the attention of the government and the community because of the 
distinctiveness in the ethnic, culture, lifestyle of the foreign businessmen, and 
easier to get the inclined support in policies. With respect to the overseas Chinese 
businessmen, they have neither great difference in the ethnic, language, lifestyle 
from the local Yiwu people, nor the ethnic clusters. There are no outstanding 
problems of the social adaption and administration, so any special social support 
from the government of the community is not so easy to get. It is just like what 
the overseas Chinese businessman X said,  ̈ the government only pays attention 
to us verbally, without any real action.  ̈

14
 Thus, in the situation that the 

government of Yiwu Municipal and all communities provide the foreign 
businessmen diverse formal social supports, the original comparative advantages 
of the overseas Chinese businessmen go further to weaken. The communities 
have high concentration of the social support resources. To the relative 
authorities in Yiwu, the communities are not only the common place for life, but 
also one of the final footholds for the formal social support. All kinds of social 
support resource finally are for the members in the community. Since March of 
2006, in some concentration points of the foreign businessmen, such as Jiming 
Shan, Jindu, Dongzhou, the Police Office of Yiwu began to carry out the project  ̈
Foreigners integration to the communities ,̈ and at the same time, opened several 
service agencies with Äpplication Service of Temporary Hukou for foreigners .̈ 
Several free language formation services also are offered in the communities. 
Some foreigners are invited to participate to the community council, as the 
coordinator of the management, meditation or women affairs or the member of 
the safety service team. Some communities held the Fun Games for all residents. 
All above activities form a kind of C̈ommunity consciousness  ̈ of the foreign 
businessmen from all over the world, which facilitates the development of all 
social support networks: both the formal support from the authorities of the 
communities, and the informal support from the residents of the communities 
based on the concentration and the community activities.   
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 The interview made in the Putian Chamber of Commerce, 12 May 2011. 
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With the full support of Yiwu government, the Muslim businessmen built up 
their own religious space, no matter who is Chinese or not. It regains the religious 
social support. Among the foreign travelling traders in Yiwu, the majority is from 
the Middle East, believes Islam. The temporary space for Islam financed by Yiwu 
Government has been relocated for several times in view of the demand of the 
Muslims worship. The present mosque in Jiangbing West Road holds a maximum 
of 5000 people. In addition, Christians also built several churches for them. 
Holding the multicultural principal, Yiwu government created a relative free 
cultural environment, to make the foreign businessmen with different religions to 
feel relieved, to settle down in Yiwu happily.              

In short, the foreign businessmen try to adapt the commercial culture and 
social environment in Yiwu gradually be means of the adaptive strategy of cultural 
study, the rebuilding of the all kinds of social support networks, and all formal 
social supports offered by Yiwu Government, which virtually has a great impact on 
the competition with the commercial activities of the overseas Chinese 
businessmen.  The author believes that in the soon future, more and more 
international trade companies of the foreign businessmen would grow up, those 
comparative advantages of the overseas Chinese businessmen in the aspects of 
the language, social support network and information purchasing are losing little 
by little, even being possibly surpassed in reverse. It is just what Z, an overseas 
Chinese businessman from Tanzania said,  

T̈he government respect us quite lot, which is good. When we are abroad, the 
foreigners do not respect us; even blackmail us…Now there are more and more 
foreigners in Yiwu market, and few and few companies of our overseas Chinese in 
Yiwu. We are not able to compete with them.  ̈
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